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Earth Week
By Kevin Tighe
Staff Writer

Both Xavier and the city of Cincinnati went
green as Earth Day launched this year’s Earth
Week on Monday.
Locally, Earth Day was held Monday at
Sawyer Point for its 42nd celebration. The
theme was “One Earth, One Cincinnati” and
attendees enjoyed live music throughout the
day.
Xavier’s celebration of Earth Week has been
an annual event and this year the Sustainability
Committee has big plans.
The Sustainability Committee is a University
committee composed of faculty, staff and
students. Senior Taylor Mauro, senior John
Herrick, junior Elle Ross and sophomore [blah]
are the student interns for the Sustainability
Committee and have been vital in the planning
of Earth Week.
“I am happy that Earth Week is finally something students talk about. It’s a great way to get
the word out on sustainability and show students it’s something they should care about,”
senior Taylor Mauro said.
On Monday the Sustainability Committee
hosted a launch party above the Hoff Dining
Complex and showed “Wasteland” in Kennedy
Auditorium.
Tuesday the Sustainability Committee took
students to the Rumpke Landfill at 1 p.m. and
completed a composting demonstration at the
NEXUS garden at 3 p.m.
On Wednesday, they are hosting a community trash pick-up from 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. and
the SustainabiliTEA discussion from 4 to 6 p.m.
in Kennedy Auditorium.
Thursday, the committee is hosting a “Taste
of Xavier” on the Xavier Yard from 12-3
p.m., followed by a collaboration with Student
Activities Council for a 10 p.m. Late Night
Snack featuring Melt sandwiches.
For more information on Earth Week, visit
xavier.edu/green.
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By ed morley
Campus News Editor
Xavier
University’s
Student
Government Association (SGA) has
arranged the University’s first ever
large scale outdoor music festival:
XavierFest.
The festival, which will take place
on April 26, will feature musical performances from Xavier students to
nationally-known bands whose music ranges from country to hip-hop.
The bands will perform on a stage
located on Ledgewood Avenue (next
to Bellarmine Chapel) and festivities
will also take place all over Xavier
Yard.
Juniors Kevin Tighe and Margaret
Gill, as well as senior Travis Moose,
have been working for months to
bring XavierFest to fruition.
“I’m just thrilled that we finally
have an opportunity to come together as a Xavier community and
celebrate the end of the year. It’s
going to be an awesome time for

Meet the
bands

everyone involved, simple as that,”
Tighe said.
Miller Lite and Pabst Blue Ribbon
beer will be served for those students over the legal age holding a
valid ID.
Food vendors Yagoot and
Aglamesis will be present and SGA
is currently in contact with other
vendors about attending XavierFest.
Xavier dining will also provide
refreshments and will serve a luauthemed dinner, which students will
be allowed to take out of the Hoff
Dining Complex without a green
carry-out box.
Beverage Company Vitamin
Water has agreed to be the main
sponsor of the event. Other sponsors include Xavier Players, Xavier
Commuter Council and Xavier
University Information Systems
Department.

Vanilla Sake (Xavier band)
Michael Nelson (Xavier)
The Cartesian Demon (Xavier
aka David Franke)
Let It Happen (local)
Well Reds (National)
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Xavier helps fight cancer with Relay For Life

By Rebecca Bayens
Staff Writer

Xavier’s annual Relay For Life starts
this Friday, April 20 at 3 p.m. and runs until Saturday, April 21 at 9 a.m. This year’s
theme is Superheroes: Finding Cancer’s
Kryptonite.
Junior Aimee Rich, the Relay event recruitment chair, said that this theme is good
because it’s an “event that allows participants to fight back against cancer and be
someone’s hero. We also celebrate survivors
at Relay who fought or are fighting one of
the worst diseases in the world.”
According to a Xavier news release, Relay
For Life was started in 1985 as a fundraiser
for the American Cancer Society. The event
has spread across the nation and has become one of the biggest sources of funds
for the organization.
This is Xavier’s 10th Relay For Life event.
Teams will walk a track from the Xavier
Yard to the Gallagher Student Center. The

goal is to raise $32,000, have 238 participants and 35 teams. “Right now,”
Rich said, “the group has raised $13,114
and there are 40 teams made up of 281
participants.”
Rich said that her experience with
cancer survivors caused her to become
more involved with Relay on Xavier’s
campus. She has an aunt who survived
colon cancer and a high school friend
who survived leukemia.
Additionally, Rich had her own
personal scare with cancer this year.
“Having gone through all the emotions
and tests…waiting for a diagnosis has
changed my perspective on the world
and made me more dedicated than ever
to Relay,” she said.
This year’s Relay group won the Rival
U competition, which, according to the
Relay For Life website, pitted colleges
against each other in weekly competitions
in order to win prizes. Rich said that this
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victory has enabled this year’s event
to have a VIP tent from 3-5 p.m on
Friday for faculty and staff to come
receive giveaways for supporting
Relay. Other attractions include an
inflatable slide.
Other events include the silent auction from 3-7 p.m and the
Luminaria Ceremony at 9 p.m. which
honors those who have been affected
by cancer.
“I am passionate about fighting
back and not stopping until a cure is
found,” Rich said. “I am passionate
about making sure one day cancer
doesn’t exist and the word ‘survivor’
always follows the word ‘cancer.’”
This event is open to the public.
To learn more about Relay For Life,
go to www.relayforlife.org/xu, like
the Relay for Life at Xavier University
Facebook page, or follow the group
on Twitter at @XURelayforlife.
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Help fight cancer by joining in the Relay For Life this weekend.
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Campus News
Solutions aids
SAC appoints SRR Campus
with student move-out

Xavier Newswire

By David Maxwell
Staff Writer

On Monday, Xavier’s Student
Activities Council (SAC) submitted its recommendations for the
appointed positions of Students
Rights Representative, LGBTQ
Training and Support Intern,
Board of Elections and Student
Conduct Liaison.
The appointments still need
to be voted on next Monday.
The
University
Committee
Appointments were also announced Monday.
The
Students
Rights
Representative (SRR) provides
support to students going through
Xavier’s judicial process to ensure
“fair and impartial justice for all
students,” according to the SAC
web-site. Brendan Chisholm was
announced as the 2012-2013 candidate for SRR.
Sarah Ciabotti was appointed
the 2012-2013 LGBTQ Training
and Support Intern.
The position is a 16-week paid
internship focused on creating
a needs assessment for LGBTQ
students and creating a training
program to make Xavier a more
welcoming environment for the
LGBTQ community.
The intern is also responsible
for comparing Xavier’s initiatives
with those of other universities to
cite areas that need improvement.
The Board of Elections (BoE)
is responsible for holding SGA
elections, ensuring that all election
procedures are followed properly,
and announcing election results.
So far this year’s BoE consists of the team of senior Brock
McMorran (Chair), Jamie Updike
(Senior Rep.), Larry Chapman

(Junior Rep.) and Jayson Lerman
(Sophomore Rep.).
The final position, Student
Conduct Liaison (SCL), is new
for the Spring 2012 semester and
will be decided at the end of the
week with nine applicants being
considered.
The SCL position is aimed
at creating an alternative to the
documentation system where
students normally pay monetary
fines to Residence Life for conduct violations.
According to a press release
courtesy of the SGA executive
team, the SCL position “will be
responsible for establishing a relationship with service sites around
the Cincinnati area that students
can opt into after they are found
responsible for their first monetary
infraction within the University
conduct system.”
The SCL will also be responsible for tracking hours completed
by students and reporting them to
a conduct officer.
A crucial step in the implementation of this promised position was gaining the support of
Residence Life, which was accomplished in a meeting on April 2.
“I’m very excited about the
potential that comes with the
creation of this position and the
fact that Residence Life is willing
to go ahead with this position,”
junior SGA president Seth Walsh
said. “This is something students
should see come into effect next
August when they all return. I
think it will address a very real
student need on campus.”
Jenny Mendoza, Campus News Editor
Phone: 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu

By saunta Anderson
Staff Writer

Campus Solutions Summer
Storage, Xavier’s student-owned
and operated business, is here to
help students who do not want to
haul their boxes back and forth.
Lyden Foust, senior and founder of the business, explained
Campus Solutions as move crew
meets summer storage.
Campus Solutions is not the
first summer storage business, but
they are the first one operated by

your belongings on the designated
date and move them to a storage
facility.
Before classes start, they drop
your boxes off at your residence,
so students and their parents do
not have to stress.
All the storage goes to a warehousein Oakley.
It is important to Foust that the
business also serves as a model for
other students, showing them that
starting a business is sustainable.
“We are learning all about ser-

Photo courtesy of Campussolutions.biz

students.
This summer is their second
year in business serving Xavier
students.
They are expanding to
University of Cincinnati and
College of Mount St. Joseph this
year as well.
“We are revolutionizing move
in and move out day. Because of
the convenience, it alters a portion
of the college experience.” Jake
Wilson, junior and chief operating
officer of Campus Solutions, said
It only takes three clicks on
their website to sign up for this
service. After selecting a storage
package, students are delivered
their packing material including
boxes, bubble wrap, etc.
Campus Solutions will pick up

-Paid Advertisement-

Getting married?
“Every effort must be made to render such knowledge
[about fertility] accessible to all married people and also to
young adults before marriage through clear, timely, and
serious instruction and education given by married couples,
doctors and experts”
—Bl. John Paul II, Apostolic Exhortation on the Family, (n.33.7).

The Home Study Course of NFP International offers such
instruction and is unique in several ways.
x Teaches ecological breastfeeding in which the
baby’s frequent suckling naturally postpones the
return of fertility for more than a year, on average.
x Uses the NFPI manual, Natural Family Planning:
The Complete Approach.
x Supports Catholic teaching with a “renewal of the
marriage covenant” theology.
x Encourages generosity in having children. For those
who have a sufficiently serious reason to postpone
pregnancy, it teaches how all the common signs of
fertility can be used in a cross-checking way for ease
and highest effectiveness.
x Is very economical since the NFPI requests a
donation of only $70 for the instruction and personal
assistance via email.
Interested? Click Home Study Course at the top of
www.NFPandmore.org .

vice. We like to think we know
what the students want because
we are students ourselves,” said
John Janisse, first year and chief
managing officer of Campus
Solutions. said.
Last year they helped move 88
students last year and had a customer satisfaction rating of 9.2
out of 10.
This summer they hope to get
better customer satisfaction ratings
and change the way people view
the college move out process.
For these next two weeks, “I
want the question to be ‘what
[Campus Solutions] storage package am I going to use?’” says
Foust.
Website: http://campussolutions.
biz/
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LGBTQ week

By Pamela brault
Staff Writer
This week the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender and
Queer ALliance is celebrating
the annual LGBTQ week on
campus.
Alliance is a group that includes anyone who identifies
outside of the hetero-normative
way of thinking.
They are a support group for
anyone who identifies themself
as lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender and try to raise awareness of the LGBTQ culture on
campus.
To celebrate this week, a
number of programs are scheduled including guest speaker
Chris Seelbach, a Xavier alumnus and Cincinnati City Council
member.
As an undergraduate student, Seelbach founded Xavier’s
Alliance.
Another highlight of the
week was the “Gay? Fine By Me”
T-shirt giveaway, which kicked
off the events on Monday.
LGBTQ week is meant to be
a celebration of the community
as well as raise awareness. The
Alliance is working to educate
campus about the word “queer.”
It used to be an insulting word
but is now being used as a term
for anyone who identifies with
or supports this community.
Club president, Carlos Garcia,
said that he is excited about the
club’s success and can’t wait to
see the club grow even more in
the next year with new president
Timmy Wiethop.
“I am sure LGBTQ Week will
continue next spring and many
years to come and remain the
success that it is now,” Garcia
said.

XU students create E-mag
By Molly Boes
Managing Editor

A small group of students
has banded together to provide
students with the opportunity to
publish articles that reach out to
the professional business community in the Tri-State area. The
goal is to publish two issues every
semester of “The Bellwether.”
During the fall semester, junior
Matt O’Driscoll was asked to help
start a student driven e-magazine
sponsored by the Fifth Third
Trading Center.
O’Driscoll took on this challenge and gathered together seven
contributors for the magazine, including junior Ricky Garcia.
Each writer chose a topic that
had a Cincinnati and business focus. Topics varied from a story
concerning the Tri-State exposure
to the Euro Crisis to a story concerning Senate Bill 5.
The preliminary mission statement for the publication reads:
“To provide original interdisciplinary, financial, economical, and
political analysis to a professional
public through a publication that
grants students the opportunity
to enhance their understanding
of the global marketplace through

active research and participation.”
In March, “The Bellwether”
published its first issue on their
website, but only published two
articles.
They plan on publishing their
second issue containing eight articles, about 50 pages worth of
information, on May 1.
The contributors of the magazine make an effort to reach out
to a wide variety of people by addressing issues within the business
field including politics and economics and feature writers from
all three colleges.
In order to find information
on their articles, the writers do
research both online and by contacting local business professionals regarding their issues.
This communication not only
allows the writers to have a local
professional give information on
the issue, but also gives them business contacts.
The published “Bellwether,” as
well as future issues, can be found
online at http://issuu.com/xavier-mba/docs/bellwether, and anyone interested in becoming a part
of the magazine can e-mail Garcia
at garciar@xavier.edu.
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“

Before I speak, I have
something important to
say.” — Groucho Marx
Like the words of a toddler, the
words of the undergraduate are
inconsequential and somewhat
adorable. But while the toddler
learns words for the first time,
the undergrad is faced with the
task of re-evaluating the meaning
of the words she has been halfmimicking since late infancy.
Imagine a toddler who assures
you that a monster is under his
bed. We assure him that nothing
is there, and we tell him to try to
get some sleep.
Now think of the undergraduate who puts a voice to what
some might call naïve doomsday
narratives, waxing prophetic on
issues like the decline of language
and the ultimate decay of the human being—he might as well be
shouting that one day the sun will
explode. “Get some sleep,” he is
told.
Just like the toddler’s fear of

sarily reflect those of editors or general
staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or
$15 per semester within the USA and are
prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to the Advertising Manager, Jake
Garrity, at 513-745-3561.
Advertising inquiries should be
directed to the Advertising Manager, as
well.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed on campus, is free per person per
week. Additional copies are 25 cents.
Xavier University is an academic community committed to equal opportunity
for all persons.

STAFF EDITORIAL -XavierFest
The news of an event such as
Xavierfest should come as a surprise for students. The Student
Activities Council (SAC) is really
stepping up their game. Instead
of the typical “one hit wonder”
artists that nobody cares about,
SAC is getting creative. While the
number of performers, vendors
and anticipated students present
that evening may prove to be too
much for our meager Xavier Yard
to handle, we at the Newswire expect that it might be a success.
XavierFest gives students the
opportunity to come and go as
they please. This casual, outdoor environment seems fitting
for a college campus and more
relaxing.
Outside of the variety of bands
and vendors, students of legal age
will also have the opportunity to
purchase beer at XavierFest. This
addition to the event has the po-

tential to draw in the often absent
off-campus residents and older
students.
While the allure of free, live
music and beer may be enough to
draw in the older students, they
may also decide to spend their
penultimate Thursday evening in
more established watering holes
that won’t be teeming with underclassmen and loud music.
An issue is underage students
getting alcoholic beverages at a
Xavier sponsored event. Usually,
students who are caught drinking get a slap on the wrist, but the
question is raised of who would be
responsible if a student is caught
underage drinking? How will this
issue be addressed? We can only
hope that the event planners have
addressed these issues and have
a plan to keep Xavier out of getting into more trouble as the year
draws to an end. The last thing

we need are more fiascos for the
media to highlight.
And another thing — what if
procrastinating students don’t attend the event due to work at the
end of the semester? The event
is on a Thursday, for crying-outloud. Thirsty Thursday, anyone?
While the idea of a music fest may
sound very appealing, it takes on a
different light with a six page paper due the next day.
Lastly, will the fest will be
worth the cost? XavierFest is a
large event that will cost a chunk
of money that could have been
used to bring in a “bigger” name
next year.
Overall, SAC should be applauded for their decision to put
on an event like XavierFest, but
its viability as a reoccurring event
will not be known until after the
performers have left the stage.

The tragic half-life of undergraduate enthusiasm
monsters, the undergraduate’s
“quest for Truth” is what some
might call a “phase.” And the reasons it gets viewed this way seem
to be fairly self-evident; it isn’t long
after graduating that these “big”
problems seem to drop from her
sight; he gets a job, his concern
shifts to paying the bills and the
rest is all very familiar. There is
no longer any time to devote to
these issues —and it was all really
his imagination getting the best of
her anyway.
Reality has its own mysterious way of imposing itself, and
the things that disappear when it
sets in are called “imaginary” once
they’re gone. We say that the monster under the bed is imaginary, in
other words, by virtue of the fact
that it takes the imagination of a
toddler to see it. It’s not as though
we’re wrong, there is no reason
to take toddlers seriously. They’re
toddlers.
We shouldn’t take undergrads
seriously either, while they’re un-

dergrads at least. It seems a shame, undergraduate degree” is that,
though, that once they graduate while you’re getting it, nothing you
and earn the right to be taken seri- say, write or do is supposed to be
ously, so many undergrads give up taken too seriously. I’m not being
their “naïve” interest in
cynical; it’s the best
the bigger issues facpart about college.
ing the world, laughing
College is an incuabout how silly it was
bation period for
to ever have been so
a wide and everconcerned with them
changing set of beliefs and opinions.
at some cocktail party
During the course
years later. Not only
of it, students
does this reinforce the
might find themcommon perception
selves on two sides
that “big” problems are
of any given issue,
reserved for the underdepending on the
grad so that she might
semester.
“get them out of
The
very
her system” while
point of the
she has the imaginaundergraduate
tion to see them. It
Columnist
process is to
misses the point
step inside differwhen it comes
to how important it is for under- ent ways of thinking and see what
graduates to have been allowed to fits with our shifting, amorphous
exercise their imaginations in the sense of things. Not being taken
too seriously is exactly what alfirst place.
The whole idea behind “the lows us the precious freedom to

Phil
Chevalier

contradict ourselves over and
again and have every statement
feel like it’s true no matter what;
no one is keeping tabs on whether
the ideas in this semester’s papers
contradict the ideas from papers
we composed in semesters past,
nor does it matter that our beliefs may have changed — they’re
supposed to. When we’re doing
college right, no undergraduate
walks across the graduation stage
believing everything she did upon
enrollment. Obviously, no one
undergoing such a rapid evolution in their thinking should be
subjected to the scrutiny of being
“taken seriously.”
But does this mean that the
words of the undergrad are as
unimportant as the toddler’s?
Not at all. They are equally as
formative, and even more, they
deal with things that are just a tad
more real than monsters under
the bed. They need not be given
the same treatment.
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enry Ward Beecher
once wrote: “Do
not look back on happiness or
dream of it in the future. You
are only sure of today.”
Nonetheless, as I approach
the end of my tenure at Xavier
University, I find myself preoccupied with reliving the happiness I’ve found in the past four
years and searching
for it in the postgraduate world. So,
pardon me, Mr.
Beecher, but I think
you’re full of shit.
I won’t lie. I’m
not one of those
“my college experience was perfect”
people. In fact, it
was probably as far
as possible from the
way I had imagined
it, and certainly
did not fulfill my
expectations for
“the best four
years of your
life.” But, as I’ve
learned, there
are always a
few exceptions
to the rule. In my case, there
are three: my program, my extracurricular and my friends.
I am a Philosophy, Politics
and the Public student (cue
eye rolls, groans and coughs
disguising the word “pretentious”). Ridicule me all you
want, but this program is the
sole reason I didn’t transfer out

of here a half semester in. I’m
no stranger to the rumors that
PPP is a cult, and honestly, I have
no intention of dispelling them.
But for me, PPP was the most
exhilarating part of my college
experience. Through this program, I’ve learned
critical, analytical
and professional
skills that will
benefit me in any
job market. I’ve
researched, written, debated and
become passionate about issues
that I didn’t know
existed four years
ago. I’ve found
friends in some
of the most dedicated, intelligent
and interesting
people I’ve ever
met. I’ve worked
in depth on a
campaign,
discussed
policy with
federal representatives and written 50 pages of a thesis that I can
honestly say I am proud of, and
all with an acquired regard for
the public good. I’ve had professors inspire me to act, provide
me with internship opportunities,
lead me down different and enthralling intellectual paths and offer me a glass of wine. And I’ve

seen the sun set behind the Eiffel
Tower, and that is something that
I will never forget. So tell me, did
your program
do that? I’m
not pretentious, I’m just
proud, because without
the PPP program I would
never have
learned how
to discern
what makes
me happy.
Which brings me to my
second exception, the extracurricular. As you may be able to tell,
I write for the Newswire. I was
very hesitant to become involved
with anything at Xavier, and
only started with the Newswire in
2010. But for two years of my
college experience, I spent nearly
every Tuesday night locked up
in the Newswire office designing
pages, writing and editing stories,
conducting interviews and cropping pictures until around 2 a.m.
But even as someone who has
always had an interest in journalism, Tuesday began to take its
toll, in an endearing way. In my
two years with the Newswire I’ve
gained valuable experience in design software, media writing and
office management, all of which
can benefit me immensely in my
search for “future happiness”

(aka a job). But in addition to
that, I’ve had the pleasure of beginning and developing relation-

with their friends and I think that
they will agree with me when
I say those friendships are the
best thing that came out of their
college careers. They may love
sports or a club or a performing group but, though they will
remember the great events that
took place, the part that means
the most to them is who they did
those things with.
I spent some
time traveling
this past summer and though
I saw some
amazing things
and went to
some amazing
places, my most
memorable
Patrick Clark, Staff Writer
experiences were
shared with
others.
whole life. There are people in
We as humans aren’t meant
my life that have put so much
to live life alone or spend great
effort into getting to know me,
amounts of time in solitude.
and me them, that it wouldn’t be
Now, I will agree as much as the
worth all the money in the world
next person that a little alone
to let them go.
time now and again can be very
I see seniors getting ready to
soothing. That being said, you’re
graduate spending so much time
not going to remember that as

your favorite time in life. Ask
yourself this question. “In your
favorite memory, are you by
yourself ?” I bet most of you will
say, “no.”
All this being
said, I want to tell
those of you who
aren’t graduating this year to
continue to make
friends and forge
relationships that
you believe to be
life-altering. Get
to know someone
so well that you
can finish each
other’s sentences,
guess
their next
move in a
game or
practically
know them
better than
yourself.
Someone
that in 20
years you
could live next door to and it
would be like you never left each

Lizzie
Glaser
Staff Writer

W

hen looking back on
my college career I
ponder what I really learned.
Or, more importantly, the most
important thing I learned.
No doubt the information I obtained in my courses
relating to the career I hope to
have is critical. I have already
discovered that I had wonderful
professors who taught me how
to be a good
musician
and teacher. I was
taught how
to write,
compose,
analyze
and perform. Still,
are those
tangibles
really what the
four year journey is about?
I honestly don’t believe so.
It is not the events I think
I’m going to remember and
certainly not all the paper topics
I worked on for hours into the
night. Nope, it’s the people I
shared those times with. Those

“

your own happiness” way. My
friends and I couldn’t come
from more different niches and
interests, and somehow we all
found a way to relate to each
other as people, and I think that’s
friendship
in its purest
form. Our
friendship is
not based on
mutual activities, friends,
future goals,
family backgrounds or
even cities.
Four years
ago, we were
perfect strangers. Now, I walk
away from Xavier four years
richer in memories and people
in my life that I know will never
leave it. And so a toast: to the
crew, to the cahoots, to thick as
thieves, to thick or thin—to my
friends. Without them, I could
never have known how happy it
makes me to truly be myself.
“Do not look back on happiness or dream of it in the future.
You are only sure of today.”
Perhaps, Mr. Beecher, you are
correct. I can’t dwell on happiness of the past and I can’t know
it for certain in the future. But I
know that now, in this moment,
I know what happiness is. So I
hope tomorrow is like today.

But I know that now, in this
moment, I know what happiness
is.

people who were with me during
good and bad times, painful and
joyous situations and stressful
and relieving moments. I am talking about relationships, or friends
if you like.
Learning to develop and
maintain successful relationships
with people, I believe, is the most
important thing you can learn in
college. I have developed friendships that I will hold onto my

“

5

Ask yourself this question. In
your favorite memory, are you by
yourself?

”

Lizzie Glaser, Staff Writer

ships with such a diverse group
of people, and I’ve seen them
progress in their work for the
paper and in their personal lives.
My staff truly became a community of friends, and I want to
thank you all for being such hardworking and genuine people—
without you I would never have
understood that money doesn’t
bring happiness, but passion and
integrity do.
To round out my final reflections on my college experience,
I’d like to toast to my friends.
Though my experience at Xavier
was nowhere close to what I
thought college would be like, I
would never have gotten through
it without my friends. And I don’t
mean that in a “your friends are
important” way. I mean it in a
“your friends are the best investment you can possibly make in

”

other.
I want to tell my fellow seniors that I’m going to miss all
of you. So many of you have
made a positive addition to my
life and I will be
forever grateful.
Even though I
think I’m ready
to move on to
the real world,
I would never
doubt that this
has been one
of the greatest times in
my life. I have
learned a lot and
had more fun
than I will
probably
be willing
to admit
someday.
Best of
luck to everyone and
I wish you
success and
happiness.

Patrick
Clark
Staff Writer
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The Fight: Xavier Athletics battles cancer

By sabrina Brown
Sports Editor

Cancer. It’s only a six-letter
word, but for some members of
the Xavier sports community, it’s
an integral part of their lives.
For
Xavier’s
Athletic
Department secretary of 14 years
Carol Maas, it’s a daily fight.
Maas was diagnosed with Stage
II breast cancer on May 13, 2011.
“I was kind of in disbelief at
first. I was this really healthy person. I had walked every day and
had only ever taken a multi-vitamin, no medicines,” Maas said.
“It kind of felt like my world was
crashing in on me when I first
heard the diagnosis.”
After she got over the initial
shock, Maas was determined to
keep a positive attitude, but her
battle with cancer has been anything but easy.
A few months into her treatment, she started having trouble
breathing.
Maas thought that it was simply a side-effect of her sixteen
chemotherapy treatments, but it
turned out to be something much
more serious: chemo-induced
heart failure.
“I had heart failure, blood clots
in both of my legs and pneumonia, so I was hospitalized for
about a week and recovered from
that,” Maas said. “I finished my
chemo treatments Jan. 12, 2012,
and about a week or so later I
completely passed out.”
Maas then discovered that
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Carol Maas was diagnosed with
breast cancer on May 13, 2011.

she had internal bleeding from a
chemo-induced ulcer.
After being in thr ICU for
about a week, Maas began her radiation treatments.
“Compared to the chemo, that
felt like a cakewalk. I’m done with
everything,” Maas said. “Now I
just have to see if my heart gets
stronger again to see if I can resume one of the treatments to
keep the cancer from returning,
another piece of the puzzle to
help me not get this cancer back.”
Throughout her battle with
cancer, what stood out to Maas
was not her hospital stays or her
grueling chemo treatments, it was
the response of her Xavier family.
“It’s something that, day in
and day out, you live with. There’s

not a day that you can wake up
and forget about it. Coming to
work has helped me. I love it here
[Xavier Athletic Offices],” Maas
said. “I love Xavier. I’ve been here
for 14 years, and these people are
like my second family. They were
very supportive, and that has been
very positive.”
Her colleagues arranged a team
to participate in the breast cancer walk in October, but Maas’
support did not end with her
colleagues.
“So many of the players and
the student athletes, especially
volleyball, men’s basketball and
women’s basketball because those
are the people I have contact with,
and all the baseball guys have all
been so cool about wishing me
well. It’s just amazing how that
positive energy can help you. You
feed off of it,” Maas said.
In particular, Maas found frequent support from Xavier basketball star Tu Holloway, or as she
refers to him, Terrell.
Holloway made it a part of his
daily routine to go visit Maas, to
check in on her.
“When I was hospitalized the
first time, I was so disappointed
because I wanted to see one of
their games, and Terrell called me
at the hospital, wishing me good
luck and good wishes,” Maas said.
While Holloway may have
been one of Maas’ most frequent
visitors, he was far from the only
Xavier student-athlete to be a part
of Maas’ support group.
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Maas was humbled by support from
XU athletes, particularly Holloway.

Maas said she was humbled
time and time again by the support she received, especially when
she was honored at volleyball’s Dig
for the Cure game in October.
“You see someone every day,
and then when something happens to them it’s like, ‘Oh man,
that’s kind of scary. That could
happen to my mom or my best
friend,’” Maas said.
That was just the case for sophomore runner Anna Ahlrichs.
When Ahlrichs was in sixth
grade, one of her best friends was
diagnosed with Leukemia.
“She was at church one day, and
she was really pale. Someone noticed and pointed out that it wasn’t
normal, so she went to the doctor.
Two days later we found out she

Success for club baseball Coach Profile: Scott Googins
By Danny O’malley
Staff Writer

As of last weekend, the team
was ranked 11th in the country
by the National Club Baseball
Association with a record of 18-5
overall and 13-1 in conference.
This team was able to sweep
Wright State for the first time in
club baseball history. They also
put themselves in contention to
have a good shot at getting to the
collegiate Club Baseball World
Series.
Last year’s team was able to
make it to the regional playoffs
for the first time in club history.
Compared to last season, the
squad has only improved and is
looking to advance even further
this season.
They lost one senior player
while the rest of the team returned. Additionally, they have
been able to pick up some new
talents offensively and in their
pitching rotation which have allowed the team to reach this level
of success.
More than anything, the team
seems to have an extremely elevated level of commitment, confi-

dence and a stronger desire to win
than they have had in the previous
years.
“We picked up good additions
to the team. Everyone is determined to work hard and practice
in order to become better. There
is a lot more motivation on this
year’s team,” sophomore catcher
Jarred Dumford said.
“We were kind of considered
a weaker, mid-major type club at
the beginning of my career, but
now the likes of Ohio State and
Alabama have reached out to play
us,” club baseball president Steve
Rosenbaum said.
This year, sophomore pitcher Steven Lembas received the
National Pitcher of the Week
award after he was able to pitch
a full seven innings, give up no
earned runs and reeled together
14 strikeouts.
Rosenbaum was able to hit two
homeruns in one game back in
the fall earning him the National
Player of the Week award.
This year the team feels they
have a shot at advancing through
regionals and moving on to the
World Series.
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Staff Writer Danny O’Malley sat down with Xavier’s head baseball coach

Xavier Newswire: How many in Central Ohio. I loved my time
years have you been coaching for Xavier playing the sport, so when I found
University and what is your favorite the opportunity to stick with it, I
continued along that path and it
part about it?
Scott Googins: I’ve been has been a great decision.
coaching at Xavier for eight years
XN: What kind of music do you
and seven have been as a head
coach. There are a lot of things I like to listen to?
SG: I actually am an 80s rock
love about Xavier. l love the close
knit feeling around campus and fan. I like Metallica and AC/DC;
the family atmosphere. At a spe- sometimes I try to get it going in
the weight room, but
cial school like Xavier,
the fellas don’t like it
there is an instant conas much as I do.
nection with alumni
and that makes working
XN: What makes
here more enjoyable.
this year’s baseball team
I think it’s been
more unique than the past
awesome to see all the
teams you have coached?
changes around camSG: This is a very
pus and on the baseyoung team and we
ball field. It’s been such
don’t have a lot of exan exciting time to be
perience coming back
here.
Photo courtesy of Scott Googins
from last year. There
XN: Who is your favorite profes- is more “on the job” learning, as
these kids are learning how to deal
sional baseball team?
SG: Cincinnati Reds – I grew with different situations while
up in central Ohio during the Big competing for playing time in the
Red Machine era. My first World games. It’s fun to watch when the
Series I remember as a kid was younger guys seem to “get it.”
the ‘75 series when Cincinnati
XN: What hobbies do you have
beat the Boston Red Sox. I was a
catcher and I always loved Johnny when you’re not coaching?
SG: When I’m not coaching, I
Bench. He was definitely my faspend most of my time with my
vorite player.
family. I’ve got three young kids
XN: What is your previous experi- and they are getting involved in
activities, so we’re pretty busy with
ence playing baseball?
SG: I played growing up and that. We watch a lot of sports as
in high school and I also played a family – try to catch Reds games
at Ohio Wesleyan – a DIII school and hang out with friends.

had leukemia,” Ahlrichs said.
Ahlrichs recalls the next day
at school, where she sat at lunch
with her friends, crying and trying
to comprehend what was happening to their friend.
“We didn’t know anyone our
age who had cancer. Everyone we
knew who had cancer was always
older, someone’s parent or grandparent,” Ahlrichs said. “We were
all really scared, but we knew we
had to be there for her and support her.”
Her friend recovered after a
year and now plays volleyball for
Shawnee State, but Ahlrichs will
never forget the effect cancer can
have.
For both Maas and Ahlrichs,
the most important part of this
fight is finding a cure.
Ahlrichs dreams of a cure for
a sixth-grade girl and her family, a day when children won’t
have to try to comprehend the
incomprehensible.
Maas dreams of a cure for
those younger and older than her.
She dreams of a day where no one
will have to sit down in that chair
to receive chemo.
“I don’t want to see anybody
else have to go through the treatments. I wish that there was more
I could do to help them, to prepare them, but I think if you told
them everything they were really
in for, they might not get in that
darn chair, but you have to,” Maas
said.
Battle. It’s a six-letter word.

Men’s tennis
falters in finals
By kyle isaacs
Asst. Sports Editor

After cruising in the first
two rounds of the tournament,
the Musketeers fell to George
Washington University 4-3 in the
third straight time the two have
met in the championship match.
This year also marked Xavier’s
sixth straight appearance in the
championship match.
The Musketeers opened the
A-10 Tournament with 4-0 victories over the University of Dayton
and Richmond University.
Xavier started the match off
strong by earning the doubles
point behind victories at the No.
2 and No. 3 doubles matches. In
singles play, the Musketeers scored
two more victories but were unable to clinch the game-winning
fourth point. Sophomore Jimmy
Roebker won in straight sets in
the No. 1 singles match (6-4,
7-6). Junior Brandon MacDonald
also secured a victory, winning in
straight sets in the No. 4 singles
match (6-2, 6-3).
Head coach Eric Toth was extremely proud of the effort put
forth by his team during their run
to the finals. “We worked so hard
to get in position to win a championship,” Toth said. “We played
exceptional tennis today and [the
title] was there for the taking.”
“I believe our guys are a resilient bunch and am confident it
will fuel the fire for another title
run next season,” Toth said.

INSIDE

Be prideful and show your support for
LGBTQ week, happening all over campus.
We have the scoop on this week’s events.

A full page of the year’s best police
notes. Thank you for giving us something to talk about
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TOP 10 STORIES
OF THE YEAR

By Jake Heath
Outgoing Editor-in-Chief

-1-

-2-

“Xavier Yard”

Accused of Title IX infringement

After many years of calling the
common yard between Kuhlman Hall,
Husman Hall and Gallagher Student
Center the Green Space, administrators reached out to the student body
to rename the space. After a vote, the
yard was renamed the Xavier Yard.

After two former Xavier students approached the Office of
Civil Rights (OCR) with complaints regarding the Sean Marron
sexual assault case and how they
were treated by certain Xavier faculty.
Following these complaints, the OCR
investigated a potential infringement
of Title IX.

-4-

-3Mandatory reflection sessions

Tu Holloway suspended

Following the uproar surrounding
the brawl at the Crosstown Shootout,
students received an e-mail over winter break regarding mandator reflection sessions. After complaints, the
sessions became optional and offered
students a place to participate in dialogue about the brawl and what the
University can do to address it.

Senior point guard Tu Holloway
was suspended for the first game of
the season against Morgan State due
to a self-reported NCAA violation.
Holloway reported that he played
in more summer league games than
Division I basketball players are permitted to play.

-6-

-5-

Xavier squeezes in March Madness

Rape trial ends; not guilty

After a rocky season, Greg
Gumbel made the announcement to
the nation that the Musketeers would
be entering the NCAA tournament
as a No. 10 seed team playing against
the Notre Dame Fighting Irish in the
first round. The Musketeers went on
to make it into the Sweet Sixteen and
fell to Baylor University.

After his indictment on Feb. 22
and consequent trial, former Xavier
student Sean Marron was found not
guilty on Oct. 22 on four counts of
rape. This ruling was reached after a
three-day bench trial due to inconsistencies, a lack of evidence and an extended period of time between when
the incidents occurred and when
charges were pressed.

-8-

-7-

New faces in the SLL offices

Mobile App

In what Dr. Scott Chadwick,
Provost and Chief Academic
Officer, called a realignment process, the Office of Student Life and
Leadership experienced some staff
changes. Luther Smith and Kathleen
Simons were redistributed and Lori
Lambert and Dave Johnson moved
into the office.

After nine months of
design and development, a
Xavier Mobile application was
released for smart phones.
The app provides quick and
easy access to University information including news,
sports, maps, photos, videos
and emergency numbers.

Men’s soccer takes A-10

Xavier and birth control

-10-

-9-

For the second year in a row, the
Xavier Men’s soccer team took the
title of the Atlantic 10 champions
and was the last team standing in the
Atlantic 10 tournament.
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Following President Obama’s
latest health care reform requiring
non-profit religious organizations to
provide their employees with birth
control coverage, Father Michael
Graham, S.J. announced that Xavier
University will cease to provide its
employees with birth control.
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Men’s basketball makes the Sweet 16

Tyesha Moss joins
the 1000-point club

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita
Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Dez Wells nominated
for Dunk of the Year

Newswire photo by Andrew Matsushita

Michael
Zennedjian
named Most
Outstanding
Performer at
A-10s

Second
straight
A-10 title
for men’s
soccer

Photo courtesy of Chris Ackels

Photo courtesy of Greg Rust

The Newswire would like to thank the Xavier Athletic Department and all
the XU student athletes and coaches for their cooperation and a great year.

Newswire Sports Staff Favorites of 2011-12
Moment in XU
Sports
Sabrina Brown
Sports Editor

Kyle Isaacs

Asst. Sports Editor

Xavier Athlete
Newswire photos by Andrew Matsushita

basketball
XU Head Coach Men’sgame

“The tournament games in
Greensboro.”

Coach Mack

“Going to Atlanta
for the Sweet 16.”

Coach Waugh
Photo courtesy of Greg Rust

Danny O’Malley
Staff Writer

Caleb Childers
Staff Writer

“Meeting Andre
after they got back
from Greensobro.”

Coach Googins

“Beating Dayton in
the A-10 tourney.”

Coach Mack
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Zennedjian: swimmer
or ping-pong champ
Article originally ran on Feb. 1, 2012

By kyle isaacs

Asst. Sports Editor
The Xavier men’s swimming
record book has one name that
constantly
appears:
Michael
Zennedjian.
The senior from Farmington
Hills, Mich. currently holds seven
Xavier records, three coming from
individual events and four on relay
teams.
Head coach Brent MacDonald
had nothing but praise for his senior swimmer.
“As a coach I appreciate
Michael’s ability to pass on our
desires and goals to his teammates
while solidifying their confidence,”
MacDonald said.
Zennedjian has his sights set on
capturing an A-10 title this year.
“It is a reality that we can win
it because we have the talent,”
Zennedjian said.
When asked of his personal
best race, he cited last year’s A-10
championships. “It was one of the
most memorable experiences,” he
said.
Zennedjian, who swims the
200-yard individual medley (IM),
the 400-yard IM and the 200-yard
butterfly, is focused on winning
those events.
While the 400-yard IM is his
favorite event to swim, he holds
the school record in each of those
individual races.
Zennedjian said he is excited
about the current freshman class
and the chances of a Xavier swimmer winning the A-10 Rookie of
the Year award.
Zennedjian began swimming
as a youngster in Michigan.
“I was five years old when my
mom threw me in the pool and I
floated, so I figured I would stick
with swimming,” Zennedjian said.
He seems to have made a good
decision according to MacDonald,
who pointed out that Zennedjian
has positioned himself as one of
the greatest swimmers in Xavier
history.
“He has a chance to finish this
year and take all doubt away that
he is the best swimmer to suit up
for Xavier,” MacDonald said.
When he is not in the pool, the
marketing major competes in another sport: Ping-Pong.
“I’m really good at Ping-Pong.
I’m probably better at it than I am
at swimming,” he said.
Zennedjian enjoys watching
tennis and following his favorite
player, Roger Federer.
In addition to watching tennis, he also enjoys following the
Detroit Tigers and is excited for
the upcoming season with the
newest Tiger, Prince Fielder.
Following his career at Xavier,
Zennedjian plans to compete at
the Olympic qualifying trials in
the summer.
“There is a meet four weeks
after the A-10 championships. If
I do well in that meet, I will continue on to the Olympic trials in
July,” Zennedjian said.
He plans on trying to qualify
in three different events, but realizes the difficulty because only the
top two swimmers in each event
advance.
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Former Vandy forward makes a difference at XU
Article originally ran on www.thexunewswire.com on Nov. 30, 2011
By sabrina Brown
Sports Editor

Though graduate student
Andre Walker may be a new face
for Xavier fans, this 6-foot-8 forward is anything but new to the
world of college basketball.
Walker played three years for
the Vanderbilt Commodores, sitting out for a year due to injury.
For his final year of eligibility, Walker chose to
attend Xavier, as
Vanderbilt did not
offer his graduate
program.
“Of all the coaches I’ve talked to, I felt
most comfortable
with
Coach Mack
and his
staff.

Newswire photo by Kyle Isaacs

Walker returned to Memorial Gymnasium Nov. 28 where he played against
former teammates, including former frontcourt mate Steve Tchiengang.

It’s a good educational school,”
Walker said.
Walker returned to Nashville
for the first time since transferring
last week when the Musketeers
took on the Commodores in
Memorial Gymnasium, where he
scored six points and recorded a
team high 14 boards.
Walker sat for only five minutes of the game and was received with open arms and a
warm welcome upon his return.
“When they announced me
I felt like they were really loud.
Some people said the cheers were
louder than for the home team.
That felt good,” Walker said.
It is not hard to see why
Walker is such a fan favorite,
even after transferring.
Throughout his basketball ca-

reer, Walker has suffered a number of trials, both physically and
emotionally.
Walker was forced to sit out
for a season because he tore his
ACL, and he then played for a
minimal amount of games last
season due to a bad sprain.
Walker feels that his injuries
have made him a smarter player
and that watching the game gave
him a greater understanding of
the game.
Aside from his physical injuries, Walker lost his mother a few
years back.
Walker says that his mom is
the person that inspires him the
most.
“If I don’t feel like doing anything on the court or don’t feel
like running as hard or doing an

assignment, I use that as inspiration. I know she’d want me to do
my best,” Walker said.
For many fans, Walker may not
be the player that stands out. He
does not score the most points,
record the most blocks or have
a SportsCenter dunk, but Walker
plays a vital role on the Xavier
team.
Undoubtedly, Walker’s primary
asset is his selflessness. From the
moment he steps onto the court
to the moment he leaves the gym,
Walker’s primary focus is his team,
and h e
will
do
whatever is
necessary to
m a k e
t h e m
the best
they can
be.
“I feel
that I add
some experience. I’ve
been through
a lot of battles
like a lot of
seniors on the
team. I feel
like I have a
very good understanding of
the game,” Walker
said.
A player full
of
experience
and heart, Andre
Walker is a staple
of a Xavier team
that is on its way to
what could be one
of the best seasons
the Musketeers have
ever seen.

Xavier’s Dez Wells excels as freshman

Article originally ran in the Feb. 8, 2012 issue of the Newswire
By sabrina Brown

Sports Editor
This season, Xavier men’s
basketball team has seen consistent starts by only one freshman:
Dezmine Wells.
Wells most frequently plays at
the three position for the
Musketeers,
but as
followers of
Xavier
basketb a l l
know,
y o u
c a n
always expect
the unexpected from this
rookie.
From
the
start of his season, Wells has been
stunning
Xavier
Nation with his highlight-worthy dunks,
three-pointers
and
overall athletic ability.

“I’ve been dunking for so long
that it’s kind like second nature, so
whenever I get a chance to it’s just
kind of second nature to feed off
the crowd’s energy. I always want
to get them involved in the game,”
Wells said.
Though his transition to college
basketball appears to be seamless,
the freshman felt differently about
his first college game.
“The first game, the first ten
minutes I almost lost my breath,
I was gasping for air. Everything
was so intense, and my heart was
pounding. It was an adjustment,”
Wells said. “It hit me real fast,
and it took me the first half to get
used to, but by the second half I
was pretty cool; I was settled in.”
Not only is Wells the only freshman on an experienced Xavier
starting line-up, he also plays with
the nationally-renowned backcourt duo of senior point guard
Tu Holloway and redshirt junior
shooting guard Mark Lyons.
Wells found that he fit in with
the duo, both on and off the
court.
“It didn’t take me long to fit in
with those guys. They’re so down

to earth and so cool. They want
to see me do well just like I want
to see them do well,” Wells said.
“They help me out a lot
and they’re good leaders. It feels good to
play in a game with
two guys that are as
focused and competitive as they are.”
As a freshman that
spent his senior
year of high school
at an all-boys military school, Wells sees
college as a welcome
change.
“I love everything about college. I was without
TV, basically without a social life,
for a whole
year of my
life. Being at
Xavier, being
at college, is
a lot of fun
for
me,”
Wells said.
“I could
just sit in my

room and watch TV all day and be
satisfied with that. I get to
be around different kinds
of people. It’s a different
culture. I really like it
here.”
Outside of basketball, the freshman
finds himself interested in a wide variety of
hobbies, including other
sports.
“[My favorite other
sport] used to be football,
but now it’s kind of every sport. A couple of my
friends here play soccer, so
I’m getting into learning about
soccer. I like soccer, football,
stuff like that, so it’s not
really any one sport,” Wells
said.
Wells talents, however, do
not lie solely with sports. The
freshman also has a hidden
talent of drawing, specifically
letters and names.
Only in his first season at
Xavier, Wells certainly seems to
be drawing up a basketball career to watch.
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They have made us laugh and they have made us cry. They have made us cringe and they have made us wince. They have made us shake
our heads and they have made us shudder. These, ladies and gentlemen, are the Police Notes of the Year.
This person doesn’t
realize that even Xavier
students live below the
poverty line...
Nov 8 9:23 p.m. – A
non-student was issued a
criminal trespassing letter
for knocking on doors in
the Village Apartments and
asking students for money.
I genuinely admire the
audacity of this person.
In Currito? Come on now
dude...

I have seen some bad
drivers in Cincinnati,
but what shocked me
about this next note
was that this driver was
100% SOBER...
March 31 1:43 a.m.
– Xavier Police assisted
Cincinnati Police in stopping a vehicle that had
knocked over approximately 25 construction cones on
Dana Avenue.

Nov 12 12:34 a.m. – An
underage student who attempted to use a fictitious
ID to buy beer at Currito
was cited for possession of
a fictitious ID.

In years past, there certainly has been a questionable selection of
Christmas lights on campus. This year, they were
actually quite nice, until
somebody came along
and did this...

The student in this note
obviously didn’t think
that Dana Avenue was
enough of an obstacle
course with the ongoing
construction...

Nov. 21 9:46 a.m. —
An employee reported that
somebody had caused approximately $630 worth of
damage to the Christmas
lights attached to the lampposts poles on the academic
mall.

Dec. 3 1:09 a.m. — A
student was observed tossing
construction cones into Dana
Avenue. The student fled from
officers and was detained on
University Drive. He/she was
cited for underage consumption and obstructing official
business.

Throwing pebbles at a cat
is never the greatest idea,
especially when the cat’s
owner is watching the
whole thing!
Feb. 26 5:16 p.m. — Xavier
Police received a phone call
from a non-student indicating that they had witnessed
a student throwing a rock at
his/her cat.
It seems like the funniest
thing in the world, until it
happens to you!
March 3 11:45 a.m. — A
student reported that another
student had egged his/her vehicle, which was parked overnight in the Village parking lot.

When I read this
note, the chorus from
Jessica Simpson’s song
“With You” comes to
mind...

You snooze, you lose.
Or, with this unlucky student, you snooze, you get
written up.

Feb. 11 6:48 a.m. — A
non-student sleeping in the
Brockman Hall first floor
lounge with only a T-shirt on
was cited for disorderly conduct and released to the student that he/she was visiting.

Sept. 3 12:12 a.m. –
Xavier Police, Norwood
Police and Norwood Fire
and Rescue investigated a
report of an intoxicated
underage student lying in
the grass in the 3800 block
of Regent Avenue. The
student was checked by
medics, advised to sleep it
off and cited for underage
consumption.

You know that you’re
completely out of luck
when, out of all the cars
that you could hit into
when driving drunk,
you side-swipe a Xavier
Police car.
Feb. 18 2:33 a.m. —
Xavier Police assisted
Norwood Police to investigate a report of a loud
party and disorderly people on the 1900 block of
Cleneay Avenue. When officers returned to their vehicle they witnessed a commuter student side swipe a
Xavier Police car parked on
Cleneay Avenue. The student was consequently arrested for OVI by Norwood
Police.

The term “killing two
birds with one stone” are
so appropriate for this
next note. However, the
“birds” were students
and they were not killed,
fortunately.

If you want to win the
girl’s heart, throw a pebble at her window, not a
rock!

Nov. 20 12:05 a.m. —
Two students reported that
someone had thrown a rock
into their house on the 3800
block of Winding Way. A
window was broken and
both students were injured.
A suspect was identified
and admitted to the offense.
Cincinnati Police were notified of the incident.

Feb. 19 6:15 a.m. —
Two commuter students
who broke a house window
in the 3600 block of Clarion
Avenue and ran from the
owner were apprehended
by Xavier Police officers
on Woodburn Avenue and
agreed to pay restitution to
the owner after admitting to
have accidentally broken the
window.

The stairs by O’Connor
may be exhausting to
conquer, but that is still
no excuse to be taking a
rest break on your walk
home!
April 1 1:18 a.m. — A student lying down in O’Connor
Sports Center parking lot was
cited for underage consumption.

Passing out in unfortunate places happens to
the best of us. Tough
luck with this one, buddy.
Jan. 25 8:01 p.m. —
Xavier Police investigated
the report of a student who
was passed out in a restroom in Cintas Center. The
student was cited for underage consumption.

These guys deserve to be
in here just for the number of column inches
they have taken up this
year in the Police Notes.
900 block of Dana Avenue, you know who you
are...
Any weekend, anytime
after midnight — Xavier
Police assisted Cincinnati
Police in breaking up a party
on the 900 block of Dana
Avenue.
Whoever is responsible
for this next note, hang
your head in shame! This
is absolutely vile!
Sept. 16 5:28 p.m. — An
employee reported someone was smearing feces on
the walls of restroom stalls
of GSC.
Most students who frequent Dana’s could find
their way home with their
eyes closed. I would not
recommend that, though,
as this could end up
happening...
Sept. 30 2:41 am —
Cincinnati Police informed
Xavier Police that an intoxicated commuter student
was found passed out in the
grass on the entrance ramp
to south-bound Interstate
71 from Montgomery
Road. The student was cited
for disorderly conduct and
transported to his/her residence in Norwood.

I don’t know how this
next note is even possible. I don’t even know
if the total contents of
the campus vending machines amount to $139!
Oct. 13 10:20 p.m. – A
student reported a stolen
ALL Card, which was used
to purchase $139 of merchandise from a vending
machine in Brockman Hall.
A suspect later admitted to
the crime and will face disciplinary action from the
Dean of Students.

If the sign you are trying to steal says “stop”
on it, you would have
thought that this would
prompt the perpetrators
to do so...
Aug. 17 2:03 a.m. —
Norwood Police observed
two students attempting
to steal a stop sign on the
4600 block of Montgomery
Road.
Students
were
arrested and charged with
obstructing the peace and
underage consumption of
alcohol.

Note of the

Year

Without further ado,
here is the Note of the
Year. There were several
contenders, but this note
is priceless. I have the
great fortune of knowing the fine young person
who stars in this note. I
did not know that they
had such a burning desire
to be a janitor, though.
Take a bow, my friend,
take a bow!
Sept. 30 2:41 am —
Xavier Police and Norwood
Police responded to a report of a possible missing
person at Stones Lanes.
After searching the area, the
missing student was found
sleeping in the mechanical
closet.
It has been a pleasure.

Ed Morley
Campus News Editor.
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A changing of the guard
I

Batter Up

Dearest Newswire

RachAel
HArris

Jake
Heath

Editor in Chief

’ve loved
Newswire
since day
one on the job.
I can still
remember when former Editorin-Chief (EIC) Doug Tifft called
me freshman year to offer me
the position of Assistant Arts &
Entertainment Editor.
I would’ve been happy as a
staff writer, so you can imagine
my excitement when I received
this piece of news.
I showed up one Tuesday
night for training in our tiny office in the basement of Buenger
Hall. This cozy little space (right
next to the laundry room, I
might add) served as the training
ground for a few other freshmen as well (Molly Boes, Jake
Heath, and Brent Edwards – I’m
looking at you), so I felt more
comfortable joining the staff as
a freshman.
The desks were completely
covered with papers. There
weren’t enough computers for
everyone, so we had to patiently
(or impatiently) wait our turn to
edit our pages. Although it was a
tight fit, no one minded.
Since that night nearly two
years ago, Tuesday nights have
been a highlight of my college
experience.
I’ve loved bonding with the
rest of the staff - especially this
year. It is not uncommon to find
four or five of us hanging out in
our new office (in the Gallagher
Student Center) at any time during a given day.
I feel comfortable and at
home here at the Newswire, with
our crazy staff and tiny little
Doug Jr. Jr. (our neglected staff
beta fish).
When I discovered I was the
next EIC, I was in complete and
total shock. My calm outward
reaction of “wait, really?” was

I

Outgoing Editor

being countered
never
in my head with
thought
“oh-my-gosh-thisthe day would come that I would be
isn’t-real-someonewriting you this letter. I have written
pinch-me.”
plenty of letters for you, but never
My cell phone soon lit up
this one. This will be my last letter
with text messages from friends.
to you and so I only find it suitThen people outside of Newswire
ing that it be a love letter because
started congratulating me, and
although I am saying goodbye,
my excitement grew. I wasn’t sure
Newswire, I want you to know that I
how to respond, so I smiled and
love you.
did what every other normal perI remember when we first met,
son would do: squeal and bounce
that
fateful October day. I was a
up and down. That’s normal,
freshman.
It could have just been
right?
the
swine
flu
or maybe the side efBeing the next
fect
one acquires when
Editor-in-Chief still
living
in Brockman,
hasn’t sunk in with me
but
after
I caught a
yet. I feel like I should
glimpse
of
your glitstill be photoshopping
tered
and
polka-dotted
images for the next
Club-day sign, I had
feature article.
little choice but to join.
It’s a bit surreal
You tore my first
to walk into the ofstory
to shreds. I could
fice and see the pink
hardly
find any bit of
Louisville Slugger
the
original
story I had
baseball bat with
wrote
in
the
piece that
“Rachael Harris,
you
printed
with
my
Editor-in-Chief ”
name
above
it.
I
did
engraved on it. I still
hate you that day, but
feel a bit unsure when
a week doesn’t go by
people ask me questhat we do the same to
tions about advertisea young freshman perments, upcoming
Newswire Photo by Mike Hills spective (Sorry, by the
articles, and payroll.
A tradition at the Newswire, the Editor-in-Chief receives a
way, if I have ever edited
Reading emails
custom baseball bat
your story in such a way.
labeled “Ms. Harris”
You will soon learn that
is still a little weird,
it
is
always
time, date, place, he said
and I could stand to learn more
and
not
said
he, and that paragraphabout Adobe Illustrator.
ing
is
always
convenient).
However, I know I’ve been
We’ve captured some of the best
trained well (thanks, Jake) and I’m
moments
of the University and
really excited about the upcoming
some
of
its
lowest. You’ve introyear.
duced
me
to
faculty and friends,
I have big plans for the paper,
both
of
which
have made my
and I can only hope that I will do
favorite
night
of
the week Tuesday.
as great a job as my peers. All I
You’ve
taught
me
to spell out
can say now is thank you.
numbers
after
ten
(see I got it) and
Congratulations to the
numerals
before
percents.
We have
Newswire 2012-13 staff – I’m
become
journalist
legends
with
our
looking forward to our year
police
notes
alone.
We’ve
done
it
together!
all…but please refer to Figure 1.
As you will note, the graph

shows that as the
school year is closin Chief
ing, I am getting
very tired. I am
also very excited
for its end. Luckily for me, with its
end comes a new editor. This is the
end for us, Newswire. I promise that
it’s not you. You will always have
a special place in my heart: a place
to debate the pinkness of someone’s shirt; a place to wildly swing
a Louisville Slugger with my name
on it; a place to putt-putt; a place
to make fun of SGA; a place to
make fun of the Newswire; a place
to spell check and a place copy
edit. It is a place to understand the
potential the University has to offer and to see when it fails to fulfill
it. It will always be the place where
I steal pens, forget jumps and pretend to write staff editorials. Every
week it has been the place where
my friends have made my job look
easy. Again, I say the reason I leave
is not because of you, Newswire. It’s
because of my weirdness. Please
refer to Figure 2.
As you will note, the graph
shows the minimum level of
nerdiness to even to be involved
with the Newswire. As you will also
notice, the graph indicates my level
of nerdyness as a function of time.
It is quickly on the rise and far exceeding the maximum level that is
allowed for such an establishment
as the Newswire.
What I am trying to say is that
as much as you have done for me,
there is someone else. Next year,
I will no longer be polishing your
front covers early in the morning. Instead, I will be next door in
Linder Hall, playing with computers and deriving equations. I am in
love with physics, now. I’m sorry.
But I promise every Wednesday,
I’ll look your way and remember
our time that we had together. I
will always text in AP style. I will
always rewrite tweets. I will always
think of story ideas. I will always
think of you.
With love,
Jake
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The Best of the London Travel Series
haley Seger

Staff Writer

A

lthough my semester
isn’t over yet, it is quickly winding down. Soon I will be back on
the plane, my four month long
adventure only a thing of the
past. Instead of spending a long
and incredibly cheesy article trying to summarize the experiences
I’ve had, I thought it might be
best to make a list of some of my
favorite places that I’ve seen this
semester.
Best Day Trip
I really enjoyed Windsor.
Obviously the main attraction is
the castle. While the surrounding town is a bit touristy, it feels
like a normal, small English village once you get away from the
castle. Additionally, it is easy and
inexpensive to get to and from
London, which is always nice for
a college student.

could show me the best parts of
the cities.

Best Pub
I haven’t talked about pubs
much this semester because it’s
such an ordinary thing. There are
three pubs within a five minute
walk from my dorm, but my favorite pub is called The Greyhound.
They have a very delicious cider
that tastes like a strawberry limeade from Sonic. They also have a
very attractive bartender named
Louie. What more could a girl ask
for?

Best Food
Admittedly, most of the food
I eat here is cafeteria food simply because I’ve already paid for
it. However, there is a restaurant on the corner of my street
called DaMario’s that has some of
the best pizza I’ve ever had. I’ve
heard they have some pretty delicious pasta too, but their pizza is
so good—why would you want to
try anything else?
Least Overrated Tourist Trap
Obviously, this depends on

Best Weekend Trip
This one is particularly hard to
decide. Every place has its own
unique qualities that really make
it stand out from the other places
I’ve been. If I really had to decide
though, I think my favorite was
probably Ireland. Everyone there
was friendly, and the countryside
was so beautiful. I also had the
added benefit of locals there who

your interests. As far as museums,
the British Museum was my favorite simply because they have
so many different and interesting
things, not to mention the museum is free. Other than museums, I really enjoyed the Tower
of London. Once you pay, you
can be led through the Tower by a
professional guide at no extra cost,
which is nice when most of what
you’re looking at is just buildings.

Most Important Thing I’ve
Learned
If you want to make something
happen, you can. As cheesy as
that sounds, it’s true. I’ve wanted
to study abroad and travel since
high school, so this trip really was
a dream come true. Obviously,
not everyone has the necessary
funds or is in the right place to
make something like this happen.
However, if you want it as much
as I did, you can make it happen.
Maybe your way isn’t the same as
mine. You just need to find it.
Needless to say, this experience
has been life changing. You learn
a lot about yourself on a trip like
this, especially if you go it alone
like I did. I saw so many things
and met so many people that I
wouldn’t trade for the world. I
would recommend something like
this to everyone who wants to see
the world. Even if you only see a
little part of it, you at least took
the chance and saw something beyond your own small area of the
world.

Newswire photos by Haley Seger

From left to right: Windsor Castle, The London Tower, a
shot of the Irish countryside
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Safe and Secure Apartments Now Available
Off-Campus Apartments with On-Campus Security

Now leasing for 2012-2013!
Apartments at 1750 Cleneay Ave and 1760 Cleneay Ave.
These great apartments are located next to McGrath Health Center and
are a quick walk to campus. These safe properties include oﬀ-street
parking, no XU parking pass needed.
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1) Edward Manier, Camie Tuel, Katelyn Summers, Paul Hogue, Meredith Francis
and Sean McMahon in “Geekaholics Anonymous” 2) Mark Berling and Kyle Issacs
in “Not Toolbox” 3) Justin Hanks in “Kindergarten Warfare” 4) John Rothan, Lisa
Bachmann and Alex Rogers in “Kindergarten Warfare” 5) Alex Rogers, Jason Fair
and others in “Kindergarten Warfare” 6) Mark Berling in “Not Toolbox”
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By Sarah Roveda
Features Editor
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New Business School Dean
Dr. Brian Till

New St. Francis Xavier Statue
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New Dining on Campus: Andy’s, the Hoff
Dining Commons and Currito
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